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Director   
 Vidvan. Vigneshwar.Bhat.  

 

Correspondent 
 Vidvan. Prasada. Bhat Dundi. 

Branch Office 

 

#14, Vidyakrupa 2nd Cross, 3rd Stage, 

Gokulam Mysore – 570002 

Email -info.samhithaa@gmail.com 

Mobile - +91 9449677863 

+91 9449208616 

Phone :- 0821-4262796 

Office Headquarters 

 

07, Baginakatta,  Kalache, Yellapur, Karwar, 

Karnataka 581337 

Email -info.samhithaa@gmail.com Mobile - 

+91 9449677863 

+91 9449208616 

Phone :- 08419-237512 
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Workforce of Samhithaa Trust.    

SL.NO POSITION NAME 

1 Director.   Vidvan. Vigneshwar.Bhat. 

(Founder of Samhithaa Trust) 

2 Correspondent .   Vidvan. Prasad. Bhat Dundi. 

(Founder of Samhithaa Trust) 

3 Project Advisor.   Mr. Santosh Bagoji More  

Networking Consultant in CISCO USA. 

4 Honorary  Advisor.  Mr. Shrinivasa Raghavan. 

Chief  of Jyothiraditya Bio-solutions 

Limited. 

5 Academic  Advisors. Vidvan. Guruprasad. Bhat 

Lecturer Gopalaswmi Collage 

 

Vidvan Mahesh Bhat 

Lecturer SMS Collage. 

 

Vidvan Udayakumar Bhat 

Acharya in Patanjali Yoga Peetham 

Hridwar. 

6 Research Advisors.  Vidvan. Shri Krishna G. Bhat 

Lecturer in JSS Vidyapeetham. 

 

Vidvan. Santoshkumar Joshi. 

Achrya  in Parashara Gurukulam. 

 

Vidvan Vighneshwar Bhat 

Lecturer in Art of living 

7 Office Assistants.   Ms. Veda. S . Bhat.   

Accountant. 

  

Ms. Nagaratna. G.  Bhat  

Office Assistant. 

 

8 Chartered  Accountants.   N. Vaidyanathan 

RAU& NATHAN.    

Chartered  Accountants. 

9 Legal Advisor. G.R Hegde. 

Advocate & Tax Consultant. 
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Samhita Trust was founded on 19/4/2014 with the purpose of disseminating Indian culture and philosophy to 

entire world. The original intent of the organization is to solve the difficulties of the people through Yoga, 

Meditation,  Ayurveda and Indian wisdom. Also to provide samskara and tatwa darshana. In this background, 

we have set up the principal office of the organization in a remote village Baginakatta deprived of urban 

infrastructure located in Yellapur Taluk of Karwar District in Karnataka, India  and also we have office in 

"Vidyakrupa"  #14, 2nd Cross, 3rd Stage, Gokulam Mysore - 570002. 

The invaluable knowledge and wisdom enshrined in our rich cultural    heritage is the foundation for India's 

illumination and brightness. The nectar of this great knowledge is embedded in the sanctum     sanctorum of the 

mother  goddess of Sanskrit.   Sanskrit is the root of Indian cultural    heritage. Scientific research followed by  

Communication and propagation of concepts  in the field of philosophical, scriptural, cultural  and spiritual 

wisdom are absolutely essential for our nation's cultural enrichment. With this mission and vision, Samhithaa 

organization has been founded. Samhithaa organization is   Located in the naturally resounding   village of 

Baginakatta which is at a distance of 22Km from  Yellapur taluk situated  in the district headquarters of Karwar. 

Surrounded by lush greenery and flushing  meadows, the village is a veritable resort of enchanting streams,  

gorgeous valleys   and mountainous tracts. Although the region may be lacking  in urbanized development, but 

it is blessed  with resources  for spiritual practices and upliftment.   For example 24 members of Norway 

organization called "Back In The Ring" who had got caught in the web of addiction, came out through 

rehabilitation and  got their life rejuvenated by undergoing Yoga and spiritual practices in this village.  Apart 

from getting rehabilitated, the  foreigners also paid tributes to the villagers  by participating in the renovation of 

the Local  Ganapati temple. Similarly, with a view of  protecting our culture, the organization Samhithaa has 

been conducting many events.  By conducting International Yoga conferences, Samhithaa has   been successful 

in creating philosophical, scriptural, cultural  and spiritual awareness  internationally among people.  Apart from 

these, to expand the  philosophical, scriptural, cultural  Yogic and spiritual wisdom of India, Samhithaa 

organization is planning to start Scientific research and academic activities following the age old system of 

Gurukula education.  With this vision Samhithaa organization has taken leading step in the development of 

Sanskrit and Indian philosophical wisdom. The vision  of Samhithaa also envisages creation of employment 

opportunities for eminent scholars of Sanskrit.  A platform is being created for an application oriented practical 

and scientific  study of  subjects like Vedas, Vedic science, Philosophy, Spirituality, Yoga and Meditation. 

Hence our mission is to build a Philosophical city by bringing    the study of entire ancient Indian wisdom   

under one single roof.  Moving in this path, all the villagers of Baginakatta have pledged their support towards 

realizing this mission.      Already   the villagers are studying Bhagavad Gita in order to   establish their village 

as a GITA GRAMA. The villagers have expressed that they want to make their lives  meaningful by the study 

and practical implementation of the principles of Bhagavad Gita in daily life.      
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Samhithaa, has laid down the above said vision, in the action plan as below: 

 We have an ambition towards building a philosophical "city" in the lap of the nature within five years 

and to establish Indian Culture and Sanskrit throughout the world.  

 

  Samhitaa has a further ambition to establish a common shelter for research and teaching Vedas, Indian 

Philosophy and Ideologies. From this immense task, we want to create employment for people who are 

experts in Sanskrit and Yoga and also fulfill the public need for a common place to study this wisdom.  

 

  We are planning to initiate various activities towards revival of ancient literatures which are in palm-

leaf manuscript form with the help of scholars.  

 

  We aspire to abate the trend of the loss of culture and tradition in our Indian youth and working 

professionals.  

 

 We want to introduce traditional Indian wisdom to every citizen by conducting workshops throughout 

India, especially in various remote places.  

 

 Children are gems of our future.  Samhithaa Trust wants to enlighten children by conducting summer 

camps which include yoga, meditation and some fun activities.  

 

 Our organization decided to respond to people's problems by conducting various programs using Yoga, 

Ayurveda, Meditation, Chanting and Yajna.  

 

 The Trust intends to initiate a “Karma yoga” program, in which people will work selflessly with others 

for the greater good and for any country's progress.  

 

 We have a Vision to translate Indian philosophical texts into various global languages with the help of 

experts.  

 

 Discussions are presently taking place to initiate a research program that identifies the use and benefits 

of Sanskrit and ancient Indian philosophy for applications in modern technology. 
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OUR ACHIEVEMENTS: 

 

We have started Samhitaa trust just two and half years back. In a way, Samhithaa is a small kid but we have 

tried our best to expand and protect our culture and ancient wisdom. Hence we have performed following 

activities: 

 

 

 We have conducted 

several Yoga, Philosophy, 

Chanting  and spiritual 

workshops to avoid   people's 

problems. 

 We have successfully 

conducted First international   

yoga workshop on "Yama, 

Niyama, Asana, Pranayama" in 

an isolated village called 

Baginakatta. 

 

 We have renovated Ganesha temple in the 

same isolated  village called Baginakatta 

 by involving an organization from Norway called 

"Back In The Ring" in the project on Karma 

Yoga. 

 

 We are making Baginakatta village as  a 

"GITA GRAMA" by training the villagers 

in continuous study and learning of 

Bhagavad Gita.  

 

 Through the practices of Yoga, 

Meditation, Chanting and Karma Yoga, we have 

helped the members of the Norway organization 

called "Back In The Ring" towards rehabilitation 

and better  life. 

 We have conducted 

Indian philosophy and 

Chanting classes in 

Oslo (Norway), Nosen 

(Norway) and Munich 

(Germany)   
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 We have conducted many 

cultural events to protect our 

ancient   folklores and traditional 

wisdom.   

 

 Samhithaa has 

constructed a arena 

and renovated old 

primary school at 

Baginakatta  under 

the project called 

KARMA YOGA 

 

  

 We have conducted survey on  the human 

plight  amongst   our villagers  and we have used 

the results of the survey in improving the 

condition in the  villages  through the concepts of  

Karma Yoga. 

 

 Samhithaa’s  event news have been 

published in all major newspapers 

like Kannada Prabha, Prajavani, 

Vijaya Karnataka, Vijayavani, 

Udayavani, Samyukta Karnataka 

and Times of India.  Also most of 

the Kannada news channels  have 

telecasted its effective services like  

TV9, Survarna News, BTV, ETV, 

Samaya News and Raj TV.  

 

Samhithaa has a further ambition to establish a common shelter for scientific  

research  on indian wisdom and teaching vedas, indian philosophy and ideologies. 

From this immense task, we want to create employment for people who are experts 

in sanskrit and yoga and also fulfill the public need for a common place to study this 

wisdom. 
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To fulfill Our mission and vision, your precious guidance and 

support is essential. 

 

 
We request  you to join    hands with Samhithaa organization   in 

its Endeavour of protecting the ancient Indian wisdom and 

cultural heritage. 

 

 

 With Regards 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 Samhithaa Trust   

welcomes Kind and Valuable Contribution from your side. 

THANK YOU. 

 

Director   
 Vidvan. Vigneshwar.Bhat.  

+91 9449677863 

 

Correspondent 
 Vidvan. Prasada. Bhat Dundi. 

+91 9449208616 

 


